
TECHNICAL RIDER  CRASH  OUTDOOR DANCEPERFORMANCE
Technical Info: 
Britta Lieberknecht +49-(0)221- 63 15 71  mobil 0160-968.13.763
britta@lieberknecht.de

LOCATIONS  Outdoor: places, courts, parks etc.
            Indoor: spaces with free area, big enough for the installation and the audience
            NO STAGES

performance area
size   7m wide, 10 m deep 
ground  levelled free plane, without structures like grids, flowerboxes or rim of streetwalk etc.
material  the like asphalt, beton, stoneplates etc, no cobblestone
  meadow

audience
shape  in a U around the performance installation

placement seated or standing, either free placement or with benches or seats.
number:   80- 200 normally, in Barcelona 500 and 800 where they used also big stairs
seating:  e.g. with lying and standing benches creating different levels

sound  NONE ( accoustic livesound, no microphoning)

lights  daylight,  evening performances with lights by the organizer, general lighting
decor  2 chipboards, 1 wooden chair, owned by the artist

danger  no use of fire or other dangerous items

environment/ situation of the performance
the show ist without soundamplification and therefore easy to disturbe by other sound events
 no music in the sourrounding environment must be played during the 
perfomance  no other performances close to the performing area during the show
 no beer-tents (or the like ) open around the perfomance area during shows 
    

decor delivery a small van should get access to the performance area

set up time preferably 2 h set up and reheursal time for the first show
  for programm sequences on the same performance area the set can be put up in 5 
  minutes if reheursal time beforehand has been provided
clearing time after the show 5 minutes needed to clean up pieces of wood, please provide a 
   garbage bag and a broome set

technicians not needed during shows
staff  needed for directing the audience to take their correct place to begin the show
  needed for seating set up if provided 
  

seating  to be provided by the organizer if wanted
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